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Abstract—The vehicular announcement network is one of the most promising utilities in the communications of smart vehicles and in the smart transportation systems. In general, there are two major issues in building an effective vehicular announcement network. First, it is difficult to forward reliable announcements without revealing users’ identities. Second, users usually lack the motivation to forward announcements. In this work, we endeavor to resolve these two issues through proposing an effective announcement network called CreditCoin, a novel privacy-preserving incentive announcement network based on Blockchain via an efficient anonymous vehicular announcement aggregation protocol. On the one hand, CreditCoin allows non-deterministic different signers (i.e., users) to generate the signatures and to send announcements anonymously in the non-fully trusted environment. On the other hand, with Blockchain, CreditCoin motivates users with incentives to share traffic information. In addition, transactions and account information in CreditCoin are tamper-resistant. CreditCoin also achieves conditional privacy since Trace manager (TM) in CreditCoin traces malicious users’ identities in anonymous announcements with related transactions. CreditCoin thus is able to motivate users to forward announcements anonymously and reliably. Extensive experimental results show that CreditCoin is efficient and practical in simulations of smart transportation.

Index Terms — Smart transportation, Blockchain, vehicular communication, incentive mechanism, threshold authentication, privacy

I. INTRODUCTION

SMART cities have drawn much attention due to the rapid growth of urbanization and the resulting pollution from traffic, in both academia and industry. Vehicular announcement networks in VANETs (Vehicular ad hoc networks) have become one of the most promising vehicular communication applications, as it leads to a much safer vehicle-driving experience. Additionally, it is also eco-friendly while decreasing the expenditure of many public resources by reducing the frequency of traffic jams and accidents.

Blockchain is a novel decentralized ledger-based storage method. Satoshi firstly applied Blockchain into Bitcoin [3], which is a peer to peer e-cash system. Later, Blockchain gets more and more attention in e-commerce. Particularly, it has become a hot topic since Blockchain-based Bitcoin became popular. Moreover, in Blockchain-based networks, each node manages a copy of the whole or part of a database from the system. Thus, Blockchain-based networks are promising in recording credit data with the good properties of tamper-resistance and decentralization, which is useful in VANETs.

With the increasing privacy concerns of data [4-7], there exist two major issues in building an effective vehicular announcement network. First, ideally, all messages must be forwarded anonymously in VANETs since they usually contain sensitive information of users, such as vehicle numbers, driving preferences and customer identities. However, forwarding messages anonymously does not assure the reliability of the messages, thus decreasing the credit of vehicular announcements.

Second, users usually lack enthusiasm to forward any messages in VANETs if there is a risk that their privacy will be breached. In addition, users do not benefit from forwarding announcements, which also makes them lack motivation to
respond to messages. For instance, we consider the following example:

**Example 1:** Alice would like to go to an unfamiliar place, and she needs traffic information from the destination without revealing her privacy. Meanwhile, Bob is a resident. He finds an accident on the road. Now, Bob wants to inform other drivers with an announcement of the accident and hopes to get some rewards. However, for other drivers, such as Alice, only one witness’s message is unable to make the announcement reliable. Therefore, Bob contributes some rewards as incentives to encourage other witnesses to forward the same announcement together.

Existing work [1, 2, 8, 9] leveraged threshold authentication and group signatures to tackle the challenges we stated in Example 1. However, these solutions suffer from having a heavy workload and lack incentives to forward messages. In this work, in order to resolve these two issues, we build an effective network for communication of smart vehicles. In particular, we propose a novel privacy-preserving incentive announcement network based on Blockchain, named **CreditCoin**, which contains two parts, the announcement protocol and incentive mechanism as illustrated in Fig. 1.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- To the best of our knowledge, **CreditCoin** is the first privacy-preserving Blockchain-based incentive network in VANETs. It is able to build trust in communications of smart vehicles.
- We propose a vehicular announcement protocol *Echo-Announcement* in **CreditCoin**. It achieves efficiency and privacy-preserving for the practical usage in forwarding announcements.
- We design an incentive mechanism based on Blockchain in **CreditCoin**. Users manage reputation points while they earn or spend *coins* as incentives. Meanwhile, **CreditCoin** still preserves privacy and achieves anonymity. Moreover, based on Blockchain, **CreditCoin** prevents many security attacks and achieves conditional privacy because Trace manager will trace malicious nodes when an unexpected event occurs.
- We implement **CreditCoin** systematically in the simulation of smart transportation in *Network Simulator 2* and Java Runtime Environment 1.8. The test results show that **CreditCoin** is efficient and practical in the simulations of the smart transportation and smart vehicles.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the overview and design goals of **CreditCoin**. Section III introduces the related work. Section IV reviews preliminaries used in this paper. Section V presents the announcement protocol *Echo-Announcement* and its security analysis in **CreditCoin**. Section VI defines the incentive mechanism in **CreditCoin** and its security analysis and then illustrates that how **CreditCoin** works effectively with incentive mechanism based on Blockchain. Section VII provides the detailed analysis of our performance and simulation results. Section VIII concludes this paper.

**II. OVERVIEW AND DESIGN GOALS**

**A. Overview of CreditCoin**

Our system consists of five entities: the Trusted authority (i.e., TA), the Trace manager (i.e., TM), users (i.e., On-board units (OBUs)), RSUs (Roadside units), and a cloud application server as shown in Fig. 2. 1) **Trusted authority** is responsible for managing the key, generating public parameters and managing the users’ identities; 2) **Trace manager** (i.e., TM) is a role that traces malicious users. TMs are distributed in...
various regions for tracing malicious users rapidly in the given region. We comprehensively analyzed the tracing process in Section V-D-§5; 3) Users are general vehicles. In CreditCoin, Users are the main components of network services to send messages or transactions; 4) RSUs are distributed along the road and designed to manage a group of OBU's within their communication range. In particular, in CreditCoin, the RSU also participates in the consensus voting algorithm when constructing the block chain; 5) Cloud application server stores and exchanges some non-cryptographic information in the network.

In order to build an effective vehicular announcement network, there are two parts in CreditCoin. The first part is announcement protocol, namely Echo-Announcement. This protocol provides threshold authentication and a certain privacy level to guarantee that anonymous announcements are reliable in CreditCoin. Users set their roles as follows: An Initiator invites other witnesses as Repliers to agree with his/her announcement with corresponding signatures and generates an announcement with traffic information and responses signed by Repliers. Since there is a larger group of users concealing all of the participants in the protocol, the receivers of the announcement knows the number of participants but cannot figure out their identities.

The second part is Blockchain-based incentive mechanism that works together with Echo-Announcement. Every user in CreditCoin owns a credit account at several addresses. The account contains reputation points called the coins. Users re-ward traffic announcements from a certain area by paying some coins as incentives. They can also spend some coins to make an announcement for hunting others' reward missions. Thus, in CreditCoin, a user gets a small amount of coins from replying to the aggregation request for an announcement of others. Meanwhile, he/she also has a chance to hunt a large amount of coins by making an announcement to someone in particular, as someone else needs it.

In CreditCoin, the traffic missions are managed by a cloud application server, and the transactions among users are forwarded based on Blockchain. After constructing transactions, users forward the transactions to RSUs nearby, and then RSUs vote the validity of transactions. Later, the valid transactions are confirmed by the consensus server. Finally, the valid transactions are added to the blocks on the chain.

B. Design Goals

The goal of our work is to design an effective vehicular announcement network for VANETs. Based on the proposed incentive mechanism and Echo-Announcement, CreditCoin has the following properties:

**Enthusiasm:** CreditCoin motivates users with incentives to share traffic information via announcements. It is the vehicular incentive announcement network in VANETs.

**Privacy:** The requests, announcements, and the transactions do not leak any information about their sources (anonymity). Two messages in CreditCoin cannot be linked to the same sources (unlinkability). Only the TM reveals the user’s identity when a un-expectancy occurs (traceability in conditional privacy).

### III. RELATED WORK

The existing work consists of threshold authentication that is related to our proposed announcement protocol Echo-Announcement and Credit network that is related to our proposed incentive mechanism.

#### A. Threshold Authentication

Threshold authentication [10] is a standard method to prove messages reliability in VANETs. In general, the vehicles in VANETs communicate with each other in the non-truly-trusted environment. In threshold authentication protocols, the receiver only accepts a message when the message is confirmed by the threshold number of vehicles in VANETs. Thus, messages aggregation in VANETs is an effective way to realize threshold authentication and reduce the network overhead. Some existing work proposed different types of communication protocols in VANETs without considering users’ privacy.

With the increasing privacy concerns in VANETs, since the messages should be forwarded anonymously in VANETs, several attacks[11] [12-15] (e.g., Sybil attack) have drawn a lot of attention. These attacks lead to a trade-off between users’ privacy and message’s reliability. Thus, some issues of privacy, such as anonymity, reliability, linkability (i.e., two signatures on the same message by one signer could be linkable) and traceability have become the main topics to be studied. Kounga et al. [16] proposed a secure hardware mechanism to control the generation of pseudonyms for preventing Sybil attacks. Wu et al. [17] used one-time authentication and message-linkable group signatures to identify malicious users. However, the trace phase requires expensive pairing operations so that it is inefficient to trace doubtable messages. Chen et al. [1] proposed a threshold anonymous announcement (i.e., TA-Announcement) scheme with direct anonymous attestation and one-time anonymous authentication. In their scheme, the credentials of the malicious users cannot be revoked efficiently, and thus frequent attacks from malicious vehicles would decrease the efficiency of the scheme. Qin et al. [18] adopted a secure RSU management to achieve pseudonyms control, and Xia et al. [19] proposed a protocol on forwarding adaptive multimedia data with attribute-based encryption. However, it is an arduous task to design these protocols [18, 19] so that the hundreds of original messages are concealed or encrypted by RSUs since the RSU is assumed as a light-hardware with a low-security level in traditional VANETs. Zhang et al. [20] leveraged
group signature to solve linkability in vehicular-announcement networks in VANETs. However, a group of users in this scheme shares the same private key, which is considered unsafe in a privacy scheme. Later, Lin et al. [21] proposed an RSU-aided protocol, which reduced the impact of malicious users and supports the local detection with efficient traceability of malicious nodes. Unfortunately, it is unable to work effectively in areas with sparse RSUs, and the utilization of trusted RSUs cannot bootstrap such a system. In the most recent related work, Shao et al. [2] proposed a new threshold anonymous authentication protocol (i.e., TA-authentication) based on a decentralized group model. It realized anonymity, traceability and solved the problem of message linkability simultaneously via increasing the complexity of the decentralized group. Azees et al. [22] proposed an efficient anonymous authentication scheme with an efficient tracing method. However, without incentives, it still suffers from the enthusiasm issue while forwarding messages.

B. Credit Network and Blockchain

Credit network [23] [24] is a common method to describe the credit relations among users in the network. In Credit networks, each node has points related to reputation, and it is easy to identify whether a node is honest or malicious by judging the reputation points. Therefore, it is widely applied [25, 26] in the digital currency of decentralized networks and Sybil-tolerant systems. Recently, Kate et al. [27] considered building a Blockchain-based Credit network in anonymous and Sybil-tolerant networks. Blockchain is currently widely studied on cryptocurrency in recent years. Nakamoto [3] proposed Bitcoin, which is a decentralized cryptocurrency based on Blockchain. Bitcoin is popular and claimed as a kind of anonymity currency. However, due to the property of de-centralization, it can obtain the relations between different addresses by tracing a series of transactions. Therefore, there exists related work focusing on studying Blockchain-based networks in a privacy-preserving manner, such as Zerocash [28] and extended Zerocash [29]. Particularly, in [29], the coins can be traced selectively via a public key encryption scheme in the output of coins. However, the transactions cannot be traced in the network, which is considered not reliable in a Credit network.

Additionally, after transactions are constructed, the verification of the valid transactions in the agreement is also necessary for Blockchain-based networks. To solve this problem, currently, Proof of work [3] and Consensus Algorithm [30] are two agreement algorithms used in Blockchain. Consensus Algorithm is developed from the notion of interactive consistency [31] and Byzantine General Problem [32]. We design our own consensus algorithm in CreditCoin.

C. Our Solution

Having the risk of privacy leaking without benefits, users usually lack the enthusiasm to respond [12], which makes the previous vehicular announcement protocols somewhat impractical. In CreditCoin, we firstly design a privacy-preserving vehicular announcement protocol on a Blockchain-based network. It maintains the reliability and anonymity of the messages simultaneously. Then, Our CreditCoin meets the requirement of incentives in vehicular announcement protocol. It increases the users’ enthusiasm and achieves reliability and anonymity simultaneously without leaking any extra private information. To the best of our knowledge, CreditCoin, as an interdisciplinary work, representing the novel work realizes forwarding announcements with incentives in a Credit vehicular network based on Blockchain.

IV. Preliminaries

A. Threshold Ring Signature

The cryptography on the threshold was firstly proposed by Shamir et al. [33]. In threshold sharing protocol, several people want to share and regain a secret only if there are more than \( t \) people. In a traditional scenario, users are known to each other in the first instance. Thus, it is not suitable in the non-fully-trusted environment. Bresson et al. [8] proposed the signature of threshold ring. A ring signature is a message authentication method with the threshold \( t \) and the member size \( r \). It is a message-sharing protocol that a message is not valid unless at least \( t \) participants sign it. Meanwhile, the identities of the real signers are still covered in \( r \) people. However, in this traditional protocol, the identities of members are fixed. Moreover, when we generate a \( (t, r) \) threshold signature \( \sigma \), all of private keys of members are needed, as they suppose that the members trust each other from the beginning.

Therefore, existing work [20, 34, 35] does not satisfy the privacy requirements of VANETs due to the above problems above. In the scenarios of VANETs, firstly, the users are nondeterministic. We do not know who will join in advance. Secondly, users are not in trust for a long period. Thus, they cannot share private keys with each other. Finally, the algorithm must be efficient as an \( \text{ad hoc} \) network changes frequently. Thus, these problems must be solved in the announcement network in VANETs.

B. Combined-Public Keys (CPK)

The idea of Combined-Public Keys was developed from the IBC [36] (Identity-Based Cryptography). It was proposed [37] as a method of key management and identity authentication at first. Liu et al. [38] improved CPK to construct cryptographic preliminaries implementing IBC for efficiency since it relieves the burdens of key management apartments such as Trusted authority. Zhang et al. [39] designed an encryption scheme based on ECC (i.e., Elliptic Curves Cryptography ) and CPK. In this paper, we leverage CPK to simplify certificates and reduce the cryptographic time consumptions of the ring signature.

C. Merkle Hash Tree

Tree Signature is widely used in public key cryptosystems [40]. Merkle et al. [41] firstly proposed Tree Signature as a digital signature authentication. Because of the lower storage cost and the efficient verification, Merkle Hash Tree was used in the construction of cryptography in [3], in order to
create the hash index of transaction records and the verification of the block’s locations on Blockchain. *Merkle Hash Tree* is a binary tree, and each leaf node is related to a fixed hash value calculated from a small fixed fragment. In other words, each leaf node represents a unique and fixed fragment. The union set of all fragments is made up by raw data waiting to be verified. The hash value of a parent node is computed by the hash value of its child node. As the raw data and the fragment are fixed, the root of the hash tree is also fixed. Thus, the verification of a fragment is the proof of the existence of a leaf node. This is proceeded by finding a path from the fragment to the root.

D. Byzantine Faults Tolerate Algorithm

Byzantine Faults Tolerate Algorithm is used for reaching agreements in the presence of faults by repeating several rounds of voting. Pease et al. [31] discussed the probability of reaching agreements in the presence of faults. They proposed the notion of interactive consistency in fault tolerant system to resolve the issue on inconsistency numbers of faults in a system. They proved that it was impossible to reach an expected agreement when faulty nodes were not fewer than one-third of all nodes. Later, they discussed the issues again in detail using the description of Byzantine Generals Problem [32]. Byzantine Generals Problem is described as the process of planning to attack an enemy city: Before attacking, a group of generals in each portion of the army should decide upon an identical plan of action. Meanwhile, a small number of traitorous generals among them try to disturb the decision by spreading fraudulent votes. For instance, if there are nine generals voting in the system. Four of them support attacking while others support retreat. The ninth general will retreat, while the rest will attack. This problem can be even more complicated if the generals are physically separated and vote via messengers since they may fail to deliver votes or may forge false votes to each other. In a Byzantine Fault Tolerant System, the case that servers make an unexpected decision for any kind of reasons is called a Byzantine Fault. A server with at least one Byzantine Fault is called a Byzantine server.

V. PROPOSED ANNOUNCEMENT PROTOCOL

In this section, we propose an announcement protocol called *Echo-Announcement*. Although threshold authentication is a common method to send messages in the network [9], according to Section I, our protocol is under a non-fully-trusted environment. Thus, the signers who generate the signatures in *Echo-Announcement* are non-deterministic.

A. Basic Idea

*Echo-Announcement* focuses on the application of vehicular announcements in VANETs. Firstly, we assume that the number of malicious vehicles is relatively small than the number of honest vehicles. Secondly, the areas in VANETs are large with a long distance of disseminated messages. Finally, there is a black-box in each OBU to store vital information independently such as keys and other security accessories. The cryptographic computations and system parameters should be kept in the black box to prevent tampering. These assumptions are widely accepted in most of the privacy-preserving protocols in VANETs. Then, we design *Echo-Announcement* as the following example:

Example 2: Bob witnesses an accident and would like to let other drivers know by sending an announcement. To make such an announcement message trustworthy, Bob needs to cooperate with other witnesses. To do that, Bob firstly initiates a request to the surrounding witnesses for confirming his announcement message. After getting $t - 1$ replies, Bob forwards the announcement with $t$ confirmations (including himself) to other drivers heading to this place. Suppose Alice receives the announcement, who then checks its validity and re-plans the travelling route.

B. Settings

Roles Settings: The Trusted authority is $\mathcal{T}$, the Initiator is $\mathcal{I}$, the Replier is $\mathcal{R}$, and the Verifier is $\mathcal{V}$ shown in Table 1.

Packet Settings: To accomplish Echo-Announcement, three types of packets are generated by the vehicles, depending on their roles.

a) Request Packet (RQP) is a type of packets that are
from an Initiator to a group of witnesses. The purpose is to ask the witnesses to agree on the announcement and sign it. In particular, RQP contains three information: the message reports, the threshold value t and the large group of r value.

b) **Reply Packet (RPP)** is a type of packets from Repliers to the Initiator. If a witness is willing to join the announcement, the identity information for the generation of the ring will be sent back to Initiator. Particularly, if most of the RPPs are sent to one witness (Replier), the witness replies as Algorithm 1 to avoid congestion.

c) **Announcements-Aggregated Packet (AGP)** is a type of packets sent from Initiator to other Verifiers. An AGP includes an announcement and a threshold ring signature of this announcement.

### C. Description

There are five phases in our Echo-Announcement:

a) **Setup:** \( T \) generates some public parameters to all. Then, \( T \) generates keys for users in Echo-Announcement.

b) **Request:** A user finds an accident and becomes \( J \) with his/her willingness. Then, \( J \) selects some parameters for the announcement and forwards RQPs to other witnesses for inviting them to join the announcement.

c) **Reply:** A witness will forward an RPP back to \( J \), becoming \( R \), if he/she agrees with the announcement of \( J \). This RPP includes a fraction of the ring signature.

d) **Announcement:** \( J \) forwards the AGP to others after \( J \) receives more than threshold \( t \) RPPs.

e) **Verification:** Any user receiving the AGP can become \( V \) to verify the validity of the AGP.

Note that, let \( x \xrightarrow{R} X \) denote selecting element \( x \) from the set \( X \) at random. We also explain parameters in Table 1. The construction of Echo-Announcement is as follows:

1) **Setup**

Let \( G \) be an addition group of points on an elliptic curve. Let \( q \in \mathbb{G} \) be an order of \( G \), \( P \) is the generator of \( G \). Let \( E_k(x) \) be a symmetric encryption protocol using secret key \( k \) to decrypt \( x \). Let \( H \) be a hash function.

\( T \) does the following steps:

a) Generates \( (x_1, ..., x_n) \xrightarrow{R} \mathbb{Z}_q^* \), and computes \( y_i = x_i \cdot P \), where \( x_i \in (x_1, ..., x_n) \).

b) Selects \( (0,1)^n \xrightarrow{R} (0,1)^n, H_0 : \mathbb{G} \xrightarrow{R} \mathbb{Z}_q, H_2 \): \( (0,1)^* \xrightarrow{R} (0,1)^* \).

c) Chooses \( E \xrightarrow{R} \text{GF}(2^l) \).

d) Defines \( X = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) \) as the master private key vector.

e) Defines \( Y = (y_1, y_2, y_3, ..., y_n) \) as the master public key vector.

f) Sets the system public parameters to be \( (G, q, (Y, H, E_k)) \). Makes them public.

The private keys of the users are also managed by \( T \). The identities ID of the users are the VIN (Vehicle Identification Number) of the vehicles. For every user with identity ID, let the keys be:

- \( sk_{ID} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} h_i x_i \mod q \)
- \( pk_{ID} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} h_i y_i \)

where \( h_i \) is the \( i \)th bit of \( H_0(ID) \), \( i = 1, ..., n \).

2) **Request**

\( J \) does the following steps:

a) Produces an accident description \( msg \) according to the specific context.

b) Chooses values \( t \) and \( r \). Their values play important roles in the protocol, and we will discuss them in Section VII.

c) Selects \( (ID_1, ID_2, ..., ID_{r-1}) \xrightarrow{R} \text{ID list sets, } \mathbb{S} = \{ID_1, ID_2, ..., ID_{r-1}\} \).

d) For each \( ID_i \in \mathbb{S} \), computes \( PK_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} h_j y_j \) where \( h_j \) is the \( j \)th bit of \( H_0(ID) \) and \( y_j \) is the \( j \)th value in the master public key vector, \( j = 1, ..., n \).

e) For each \( ID_i \in \mathbb{S} \), generates a random number \( y_i \) as an index number of each user for each \( ID_i \in \mathbb{S} \).

f) For each \( ID_i \in \mathbb{S} \), creates forgery identities as confusion with \( PK_i \). Selects \( a_i, b_i \xrightarrow{R} \mathbb{Z}_q^* \) arbitrarily, and computes:

- \( a_i = a_i P + b_i \cdot PK_i \)
- \( \beta_i = -b_i^{-1} H_1(a_i) \)
- \( m_i = a_i \beta_i \)

Where \((a_i, \beta_i)\) is a valid EC-Elgamal signature of \( m_i \), because \( m_i \cdot P = H_1(a_i) \cdot P K_i + \beta_i a_i \).

g) Defines \( \Omega \) together with the event description \( msg \), threshold value \( t \), and ring size \( r \) as an RQP:

\( \Omega = \left\{ m_1, m_2, ..., m_{r-1}, \{\beta_1, \beta_2, ..., \beta_{r-1}\} \right\} \).

h) Broadcasts this RQP to invite other witnesses.

3) **Reply**

If \( R \) wants to join the announcement, \( R \) does the following steps:

a) Gets \((msg, t, r, \Omega)\) from the receiving RQP.

b) Computes \( k = H_2(msg) \), where \( k \) is a symmetric key and the size of the key \( k \) is \( l \).

c) Constructs a polynomial \( f \) over \( \text{GF}(2^l) \) that satisfies following statement:

- \( \text{deg}(f) = r - t \)
- \( f(0) = H_2(t||r) \)
- \( f(y_i) = E_k(m_i), i = 1, ..., r - t \)

d) Chooses random index \( \gamma \xrightarrow{R} \mathbb{Z}_q^* \), where \( \gamma \in \{y_1, y_2, ..., y_{r-1}\} \), and computes \( m = E_k^{-1}(f(\gamma)) \).

e) Generates \( c \xrightarrow{R} \mathbb{Z}_q \) and computes the EC-Elgamal signature \((\alpha, \beta)\) of \( m \), where \( \alpha = c P, \beta = (m - sk H_1(\alpha))c^{-1} \).

f) Wraps \((\gamma, m, (\alpha, \beta), ID)\) as the RPP. Finally, \( R \) forwards the RPP back to the \( J \).
4) Announcement

J is waiting for RPPs after forwarding a RQP. Once J receives over t RPPs, we assume S = \{ID_{r-t+1},
ID_{r-t+2}, \ldots, ID_r\}. J conducts as follows:

a) Combines the signatures in the RPPs with the forgery
signatures in the RQP to produce a threshold ring signa-
ture in AGP, as following:

\[ AGP = (< y_1, m_1, \alpha_1, \beta_1 >, \ldots, < y_r, m_r, \alpha_r, \beta_r >, msg, t, S \cup \overline{S}) \]

b) Computes \( k = H_2(msg), \) where \( k \) is a symmetric key.

c) For each \( ID_i \), computes \( PK_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} h_jy_j, \) where \( i = 1, \ldots, r \) and \( h_j \) is the \( j \)-th bit of \( H_2(ID_i) \) and \( y_j \) is the \( j \)-th value in the master public key vector and \( j = 1, \ldots, n. \)

d) For each \( ID_i \), verifies the equation \( m_i \cdot \mathcal{P} = H_1(\alpha_i) \cdot
PK_i + \beta_i \cdot \mathcal{A}. \) If any one of the tuples \( < m_i, \alpha_i, \beta_i > \) does not satisfy the equation, \( V \) rejects.

e) Selects a pair \( < (0), H_3(t|r) > \) and \( r - t \) pairs of \( < y_j, E_k(m_j) > \) randomly in AGP, and reconstructs the polynomial \( f \):

\[ f(0) = H_3(t|r), f(1, \ldots, r-t) \]

f) Checks the rest of the pairs \( < y_j, E_k(m_j) > \) in the AGP.

If anyone of them does not satisfy \( f(y_j) = E_k(m_j), V \) rejects the signature. Otherwise, \( V \) accepts the signature. The AGP is valid.

5) Verification

When \( V \) receives an AGP, he/she verifies as follows:

a) Gets AGP \( (< ID_1, y_1, m_1, \alpha_1, \beta_1 >, \ldots, < ID_r, y_r, m_r, \alpha_r, \beta_r >, msg, t \).

b) Computes \( k = H_2(msg), \) where \( k \) is a symmetric key.

c) For each \( ID_i \), computes \( PK_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} h_jy_j, \) where \( i = 1, \ldots, r \) and \( h_j \) is the \( j \)-th bit of \( H_2(ID_i) \) and \( y_j \) is the \( j \)-th value in the master public key vector and \( j = 1, \ldots, n. \)

d) For each \( ID_i \), verifies the equation \( m_i \cdot \mathcal{P} = H_1(\alpha_i) \cdot
PK_i + \beta_i \cdot \mathcal{A}. \) If any one of the tuples \( < m_i, \alpha_i, \beta_i > \) does not satisfy the equation, \( V \) rejects.

e) Selects a pair \( < (0), H_3(t|r) > \) and \( r - t \) pairs of \( < y_j, E_k(m_j) > \) randomly in AGP, and reconstructs the polynomial \( f \):

\[ f(0) = H_3(t|r), f(1, \ldots, r-t) \]

f) Checks the rest of the pairs \( < y_j, E_k(m_j) > \) in the AGP.

If anyone of them does not satisfy \( f(y_j) = E_k(m_j), V \) rejects the signature. Otherwise, \( V \) accepts the signature. The AGP is valid.

D. Security Analysis

Sybil-resistance: The threshold cryptographic technique used in the protocol is based on Lagrange Interpolation, and a signature is only generated by a fixed number of different private keys. This makes our protocol achieve Sybil-resistance as follows:

Specifically, if a malicious \( J \) forges more than \( r - t \) users to forward request, \( V \) will detect this dishonest AGP in Verification Phase because an adversary \( J \) could not select more than \( r - t \) random \( < y_j, E_k(m_j) > \) while keeping \( \deg(f) = r - t \). If he/she fixes the number \( r \) and \( t \) and forwards more than \( r - t \) \( < y_j, E_k(m_j) > \) tuples in RQPs, \( R \) could discover this attacks in the step of constructing \( f \). Moreover, the \( r - t \) tuples in each RQP must be the same in one announcement request. Otherwise, all the \( f' \) constructed by \( R \) are different. Thus, it will be detected in Verification Phase.

Furthermore, if a malicious \( R \) replies more than once in one announcement, this could be simply detected by \( V \), since \( V \) verifies the equation \( m_i \cdot \mathcal{P} = H_1(\alpha_i) \cdot
PK_i + \beta_i \cdot \mathcal{A}, PK_i \) is related to the ID of \( R \). Thus, \( R \) could not sign more than once without others’ sk.

Privacy-leakage: We take into account the privacy of the AGPs, since only the AGPs will be multi-hop disseminated (i.e., broadcasted) and received by multiple vehicles. The privacy of participants generating the AGPs is protected by the threshold ring signature. The threshold ring signatures provide indistinguishability among all ring members, but only part of members are the actual signers of the signature. Specifically, it means the group of participants of the aggregation will be concealed in a larger group of possible signers. Therefore, our protocol protects users’ privacy.

Specifically, in Echo-Announcement, if the verification finishes successfully, the Verifier would know that this announcement is valid. He/she also knows that over \( t \) participants claim the correctness of the aggregated-announcement with a ring signature. However, the Verifier does not know the identities of the participants, since the identities of the \( t \) participants will be covered in the large numbers \( r \) of group users in this area.

Reliability: In Echo-Announcement, digital signatures are used to protect AGPs. Thus, if an adversary wants to tamper with an announcement, it is necessary for him to construct fraudulent signatures. The symmetric encryption in our protocol ensures indistinguishability in the phase of verification. Without changing the verification polynomial, the only way that an adversary creates forgeries successfully in the phase of request is to break the one-way functions. Specifically, the adversary has to forge valid ElGamal signatures. However, the probability of doing that is considered to be negligible. Moreover, if the adversary wants to report a dishonest event report with high trust level in a legitimate way, he has to get enough RQPs to generate an AGP. However, in Echo-Announcement, we assume the number of malicious vehicles is relatively smaller. Thus, the adversary gets few replies to generate a valid AGP.

Prevention of upgraded attack: In Echo-Announcement, an AGP’s trust level is related to the threshold value of amounts of participants. The more participants an AGP contains, the higher trusted level an AGP will be. If an adversary is willing to launch an upgraded attack, he has to modify the threshold value of an existing legitimate AGP. In other words, the adversary needs to persuade the receivers to believe the modified AGP and the modified trust level. However, for each receiver, the verification of the signature will fail, because they cannot calculate a desirable verification result from a wrong threshold value. Thus, any modification will lead to the failure of verification.

Prevention of replay attack: If an adversary obstructs others in traffic information by replaying an existing legitimate message received before. However, the description \( msg \) of the event is generated with a description of time in detail. Receivers will check the current time and the event time when they receive an AGP. The adversary will fail reply attack unless the adversary tampers the content of the message and forges a valid signature. However, the latter is prevented due to the analysis above.

Prevention of usurpation and forgery: In Echo-Announcement, the key is identity-based and generated by \( ID \). According to the assumption, \( ID \) is difficult to be tampered. \( pk \) is also not distributed in the protocols. Thus, in the process of signature verification, risk of usurpation and forgery is reduced. Moreover, Sybil attack is a typical attack of usurpation and forgery[7]. According to the analysis above,
TABLE II
A TYPICAL SCENARIO OF CREDITCOIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Initiator J</th>
<th>Replier R</th>
<th>Verifier V With Post-mission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 0</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Post a mission with reward; valid credit info by cloud application server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1</td>
<td>Hunt a mission for reward; valid credit info by cloud application server; start forwarding RQPs</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Waiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>Waiting</td>
<td>Receive a RQP; send a RPP for rewarding</td>
<td>Waiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3</td>
<td>Get RPPs over t threshold; generate an announcement; forward an AGP</td>
<td>Receive a transaction from public address; wait to be confirmed by RSUs</td>
<td>Waiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 4</td>
<td>Waiting</td>
<td>A consensus is reached by RSUs; transaction confirmed; get coinsₜ</td>
<td>Receive AGP; verify ring signatures successfully, closing the mission; pay coinsₜ, waiting to be confirmed by RSUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 5</td>
<td>Mission is completed; Receive a transaction from V, waiting to be confirmed by RSUs A consensus is reached by RSUs; transaction confirmed; get reward coinsₜ as an incentive</td>
<td>Get balance; reset role</td>
<td>A consensus is reached by RSUs; pay coinsₜ; transaction confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 6</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 7</td>
<td>Get balance; reset role</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Echo-Announcement is Sybil-resistance. Thus, to some extent, Echo-Announcement prevents usurpation and forgery beforehand.

VI. PROPOSED BLOCKCHAIN-BASED INCENTIVE MECHANISM IN CREDITCOIN

In this section, we propose the incentive mechanism used by CreditCoin network. The mechanism works with the proposed announcement protocol Echo-announcement, with an objective to encourage the users to honestly forward the true announcements. We first introduce the network, and then we present the definitions and protocols in detail.

A. Basic Idea

As we proposed in Section II, CreditCoin consists of five entities: the Trusted authority, the Trace manager, users (i.e., OBUs), RSUs, and a cloud application server. Each user is given a credit account, storing reputation points, i.e., coins. The users are encouraged to forward and receive packets with the incentive to increase their coins. Existing work [42-45] has proved this mechanism is effective in crowdsourcing tasks and ad hoc networks. However, they are not suitable for the privacy-preserving requirements of vehicular announcement networks.

We use Blockchain-based network to build accounts and record transactions so that users’ behavior is in privacy-preserving without loss of reliability.

B. Collaboration with Echo-announcement

We show a typical scenario of CreditCoin in Table II. A user behaves as R, J or H in the network as we proposed in Section V. Specifically, if the user is a new user, he/she has few coins in initial amount. This leaves him/her with no choice but to behave as R, replying to others’ RQPs. He/she will remain active if he/she hopes to post a rewarding mission for traffic information from a certain area someday.

After saving enough coins, he/she could change the role to J and forwards RQPs later for two reasons: one is that he/she wants to get more coins from a rewarding mission; the other one is that he/she volunteers to tell new information to others. Since sending a request costs coins, it protects honest users by reducing fraudulent or meaningless requests in the network.

When the amount of coins is enough for posting a mission, he/she can create a mission to get traffic information. The mission containing more coins will be finished sooner than those with fewer rewarding coins. Thus, users are encouraged to reward more coins in missions. This kind of incentives briefly encourages the flow of coins and remains the CreditCoin network active. Furthermore, CreditCoin enhances the availability and non-repudiation of the vehicular announcements effectively. Adversaries can hardly modify coins because of the process of voting and the records on Blockchain. Also, for any adversaries forwarding dishonest messages, TM is able to associate their identities with their addresses.

We also design a credit expiration mechanism to protect users from coin-reserving attacks. We set a settlement day to each address. If the coins in the address are not spent until the day set, some of the coins will be sent back to the public.

We divide the operations of users into several trading propositions in CreditCoin. The details are described as follows: V-C describes the roles and propositions. V-D describes detailed descriptions. V-E describes security analysis and some discussions.

C. Roles and Trading Propositions

1. Consensus server: The consensus server is an entity that receives transactions and participates in the consensus phase. RSUs or official public vehicles are the consensus servers in our CreditCoin. There are l servers in CreditCoin. Users are connected directly to at least one server. For each server sₓ, z = 1, 2, ..., l, there is a Unique Node List (UNL), called UNLₛₓ. The list records the identities of multiple servers, each of which is directly connected to the list. In the consensus phase, sₓ only believes the vote
results sent by the server listed on its UNL_{s_2}. According to the proof of David et al. in [25], when the probability that any of the servers in UNL_{s_2} attempts to initiate a collusion with other servers in the same list is less than 20%, with the increasing number of servers, the probability of making an undesirable consensus approaches to none quickly. As Armknecht et al. [30] proved, in order to avoid bifurcation, the frequency of servers in two different UNLs equals to or is greater than \( \rho / 2 \), where \( \rho \) is a threshold of a voting rate about yes.

2. **Cloud application server**: Cloud application server manages and stores non-privacy information in the VANETs, such as msg consisting in AGPs. For security reasons, they are separated from the encrypted information to help the entire network operate safely. Application server spreads public information, such as missions and announcements. Cloud application server works as a **watcher** in CreditCoin.

3. **User (OBU)**: The user is an entity that trades in CreditCoin network. He/she creates or receives transactions. A user behaves in varieties of roles, such as **Hunter**, **Replier**, **Initiator**, and **Verifier**. We will elaborate these roles later in the following part.

4. **Public role**: Public role is defined similarly to the user. However, it is more privileged than the user. It receives and sends transactions and creates coins as well.

5. **Trusted authority**: Trusted authority takes charge of the generation and delivery of public keys. It creates \( d \) addresses for each user, and records the relationship between users and addresses.

6. **Trace manager**: Trace manager is the role that traces malicious users. If a fraudulent transaction is reported to Trace manager, Trace manager will trace the malicious users with the help of Trusted authority and send a report to cloud application server.

In the following part, **trusted authority** is denoted as \( T \). Cloud application server is denoted as \( S_{app} \). Consensus server is denoted as \( s \). The **Hunter** that requires traffic information is denoted as \( H \). The **Initiator** in the aggregation process is denoted as \( J \). The **Replier** in aggregation process is denoted as \( R \). The **Verifier** of an announcement is denoted as \( V \). The public role is denoted as **public**. Trace manager is denoted as **TM**.

**CreditCoin** obeys several trading propositions to build an incentive announcement network with coin balances. The proposition rules are as follows:

**Proposition 1**: {Reply an RQP} When \( T \) broadcasts a RQP, if \( R \) replies to the RQP, \( R \) will get several coins. Particularly, in order to avoid the abuse of replies, the frequency of a user's daily reply is limited, which we set it up to 3 times in our simulation.

**Proposition 2**: {Post a rewarding task} \( H \) will get information about an area only if an announcement about the area is forwarded. Thus, \( H \) constructs a rewarding mission with the attractive award of coins. Then, the mission is sent to \( S_{app} \) and posted online to users.

**Proposition 3**: {Finish a rewarding mission} When a user in a particular area becomes \( J \) and forwards the AGPs successfully, \( J \) is eager to get a reward as an incentive. If \( H \) approves the AGP, the \( S_{app} \) will give \( J \) a number of coins as bounty. We also recommended traffic management apartment to become \( H \).

**Proposition 4**: {Initiate of an announcement} According to the description in Section V, if \( J \) hopes to forward an announcement, RQPs should be sent to other users. Coins should be spent before \( J \) sends RQPs. If \( H \) approves the announcement, \( J \) will get rewards according to Proposition 3. In general, the amount of reward is usually higher than the cost of sending RQPs. According to our hypothesis, if the request sent by \( J \) is not honest, few people will respond to him/her. This feature reduces coins of \( J \). Thus, malicious users cannot continue to send messages in CreditCoin. Therefore, this feature also increases the influence of honest users with high prestige.

**Proposition 5**: {Mechanism of reputation expiration} The unspent coins will be halved in a certain period. This mechanism simply prevents the accumulation of coins that could be used to attack. This rule is used in many incentive mechanisms.

**D. Descriptions**

We have given the details of announcement protocol in CreditCoin in Section V. Thus, in this section, we describe the construction of network and incentive mechanism in CreditCoin.

1) **Setup**

Let \( \rho \) be the percentage of servers voting yes in the phase of consensus. Let \( l \) be the total number of servers in a UNL. \( \lambda \) is the length of random inputs. First, a public parameter set \( PP \) is chosen at the beginning of the scheme:

\[
PP = \{\rho, l, \lambda\}
\]

Then, a collision-resistance hash function is chosen as below:

\[
H_{pub}^\bullet: \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}^\bullet
\]

Finally, we choose an unforgeable digital signature algorithm to ensure the ownership of coins:

\[
G_{sig}(1^\lambda) \rightarrow pp_{sig}, G_{sig}(1^\lambda) \text{ works as a public parameter generation algorithm and generates a public parameter } pp_{sig} \text{ for signature scheme.}
\]
\textbf{CreditCoin} is applied to realize locking and unlocking scripts in scripts is described as below:

- \( K_\text{sig} (pp_{\text{sig}}) \rightarrow (pk_{\text{sig}}, sk_{\text{sig}}) \), by using public parameter \( pp_{\text{sig}} \) as the input, \( K_\text{sig} (pp_{\text{sig}}) \) works as a public key generation algorithm and generates public key pair \((pk_{\text{sig}}, sk_{\text{sig}})\).

- \( S_{\text{sig}} (sk_{\text{sig}}, msg) \rightarrow \sigma \), by using private key \( sk_{\text{sig}} \) and message \( msg \) as the input, \( S_{\text{sig}} \) works as a signature algorithm and generates a signature \( \sigma \) of message \( msg \).

- \( V_{\text{sig}} (pk_{\text{sig}}, msg, \sigma) \rightarrow 0/1 \), by using the input public key \( pk_{\text{sig}} \), message \( msg \) and signature \( \sigma \), \( V_{\text{sig}} \) works as a signature verification algorithm. If the correctness of the signature is verified, \( V_{\text{sig}} \) outputs 1, otherwise outputs 0.

Assuming that \( d \) is the amount of addresses for each user, and \( q \) is the number of users in network, user \( i \) in \textbf{CreditCoin} are a set of hash strings generated by \( \mathcal{T} \), and \( \mathcal{T} \) distributed forwards to user \( u_j, j = 1,2, \cdots, q \). The Algorithm 2 is \textit{Address Generation}.

Each user has \( d \) addresses as his/her willing. In order to generate the \( i \)th address \( addr_{u_j}^{(i)} \) for a user \( u_j \), \( \mathcal{T} \) generates a pair of keys \((sk_{u_j}, pk_{u_j})\) by using \( G_{\text{sig}} (1^d) \rightarrow pp_{\text{sig}} \) and \( K_{\text{sig}} (pp_{\text{sig}}) \rightarrow (pk_{\text{sig}}, sk_{\text{sig}}) \), where \( sk_{u_j} = sk_{\text{sig}} \) and \( pk_{u_j} = pk_{\text{sig}} \). Then, \( \mathcal{T} \) distributes \( d \) pairs of keys to \( u_j \). \( pk_{u_j} \) is recognized as one of the addresses for a user, recognized as \( addr_{u_j}^{(i)} \). Then, \( \mathcal{T} \) destroys private keys but updates the list that records the relationship between addresses and the identifications of users for tracing.

Moreover, Pay-to-Public-Key-Hash (P2PKH) script [46] is applied to realize locking and unlocking scripts in \textbf{CreditCoin}. The method of \textit{ScriptSig} is a kind of Forth-like Reverse-Polish notation stack-based execution language. It consists of \textit{scriptSig} and \textit{scriptPubKey}. The form of scripts is described as below:

- \textbf{scriptSig}:

  \[
  \langle \text{sig} \rangle \langle \text{PubK} \rangle
  \]

  Where:
  \[
  S_{\text{sig}} (sk_{\text{sig}}, vout_1 \| vout_2 \| \cdots \| vout_t \| t_{\text{create}}) \rightarrow \sigma
  \]

  \[
  \langle \text{sig} \rangle = \sigma
  \]

  \[
  \langle \text{PubK} \rangle = pk_{\text{sig}}
  \]

- \textbf{scriptPubKey}:

  \[
  \text{DUP HASH (PubKHash) EQUALVERIFY CHECKSIG}
  \]

  Where:
  \[
  \langle \text{PubKHash} \rangle := H_{\text{PubK}} (pk_{\text{sig}})
  \]

- \textbf{ScriptSig}:

  \[
  \langle \text{sig} \rangle \langle \text{PubK} \rangle \text{DUP HASH} \| \langle \text{PubKHash} \rangle \text{EQUALVERIFY CHECKSIG}
  \]

  Only if a \textit{ScriptSig} is verified, the ownership of this transaction output in \( tr_{n'} \) will be verified.

\section*{2) Transaction}

In \textbf{CreditCoin}, the identification of each user is bound with a series of addresses recorded by \( \mathcal{T} \). Thus, a transaction flow is from addresses to addresses. Let \( tr \) be a transaction. Let \( txid \) be the index of transaction \( tr \). Let \( addr_{\text{pub}} \) be the address of a receiver. Let \( \{vin_1, vin_2, \cdots, vin_n\} \) be the set of transaction inputs. Let \( \{vout_1, vout_2, \cdots, vout_t\} \) be the set of transaction outputs. Let \( t_{\text{create}} \) be the created time. Based on [3], we describe a simple transaction format for \textbf{CreditCoin}, as follows:

\[
tr = (txid, \{vin_1, \cdots, vin_n\}, \{vout_1, \cdots, vout_t\}, t_{\text{create}})
\]

where

- \( vin_n = (txid', \text{scriptSig}', addr_{\text{pub}}) \)
- \( vout_t = (value_{\text{pub}}, \text{scriptPubKey}_{\text{pub}}, addr_{\text{pub}}) \)

Assume that \( tr' \) is a valid historical transaction that has been recorded on the block chain. An input \( vin_{\text{pub}} \) is related to a fixed and unique \( vout' \) that has been recorded in the output set of \( tr' \). Thus, every index \( txid' \) in every input \( vin_{\text{pub}} \) on \( tr \) is identical with the \( txid' \) on a valid historical transaction \( tr' \).

\textit{scriptSig}' is a script that is used to unlock the corresponding locking script \textit{scriptPubKey}' in transaction \( tr' \). A transaction output \( vout_{\text{pub}} \) is \( value_{\text{pub}} \) coins received in address \( addr_{\text{pub}} \). On the contrary the of unlocking script, \textit{scriptPubKey}' is a locking script.

In the following, for simplicity, let \( vin_{\text{pub}} \), be the set of \( vin \). Let \( vout' \), be the set of \( vout \). We omit the detail definition of \( vin \), as it has been defined above.

Five kinds of propositions (more detail in VI-C) are defined in \textbf{CreditCoin}, as below:

- \textbf{Proposition 1}: \{Reply to an RQP\} \( tr_{\text{reply}} \) is a transaction from \textit{public} to \( \mathcal{R} \), including a change to public addresses itself:

  \[
  tr_{\text{reply}} = (txid, vin_{\text{pub}}, vout_{\text{pub}}, t_{\text{create}})
  \]

  where

  \[
  vin_{\text{pub}} = (vin_{\text{pub},1}, vin_{\text{pub},2}, \cdots, vin_{\text{pub},n})
  \]

  \[
  vout_{\text{pub}} = (vout_{\text{pub},1}, vout_{\text{pub},2}, \cdots, vout_{\text{pub},t})
  \]

- \textbf{Proposition 2}: \{Posting a rewarding task\} \( tr_{\text{reward}} \) is a transaction from \( \mathcal{H} \) to \textit{public}, including a change to \( \mathcal{H} \) or others.

  \[
  tr_{\text{reward}} = (txid, vin_{\text{pub}}, vout_{\text{pub}}, t_{\text{create}})
  \]

  where

  \[
  vin_{\text{pub}} = (vin_{\text{pub},1}, vin_{\text{pub},2}, \cdots, vin_{\text{pub},a})
  \]

  \[
  vout_{\text{pub}} = (vout_{\text{pub},1}, vout_{\text{pub},2}, \cdots, vout_{\text{pub},t})
  \]

- \textbf{Proposition 3}: \{Finishing a rewarding task\} \( tr_{\text{reward}} \)

  is a transaction from \textit{public} to \( \mathcal{J} \), including a change to \( \mathcal{J} \) or others.

  \[
  tr_{\text{reward}} = (txid, vin_{\text{pub}}, vout_{\text{pub}}, t_{\text{create}})
  \]

  where

  \[
  vin_{\text{pub}} = (vin_{\text{pub},1}, vin_{\text{pub},2}, \cdots, vin_{\text{pub},a})
  \]

  \[
  vout_{\text{pub}} = (vout_{\text{pub},1}, vout_{\text{pub},2}, \cdots, vout_{\text{pub},t})
  \]

- \textbf{Proposition 4}: \{Initiation of an announcement\} \( tr_{\text{announce}} \) is a transaction from user \( \mathcal{J} \) to \textit{public}, including a change to \( \mathcal{J} \) or others. When RQPs are proposed, the related transactions must be verified at first. In other words, the person who requests an aggregated-announcement must provide a Merkle Tree root
and the corresponding path of that transaction to provide a proof of the aggregated-announcement related transaction to others.

\[
\begin{align*}
tr_{\text{announce}} := & (\text{txid}, \text{vin}_*, \text{vout}_*, t_{\text{create}}) \\
\text{where} & \\
\text{vin}_* := & (\text{vin}^{(1)}_1, \text{vin}^{(1)}_2, \ldots, \text{vin}^{(1)}_a) \\
\text{vout}_* := & (\text{vout}^{(1)}_{t_{\text{public}}}, \text{vout}^{(1)}_{t_{\text{public}}}, \ldots, \text{vout}^{(1)}_{t_{\text{public}}})
\end{align*}
\]

- **Proposition 5**: [Reputation expiration] If there is an unspent transaction in unspent transaction pool and the creation time of the unspent transaction reaches the settlement day, a transaction from user \( u_j \) to public will be created and sent to \( s_z \). By this transaction, some of the coins are sent to public addresses, and the rest of coins are sent back to user’s addresses. This method is called coin damping. In the process of verifying transactions, created time \( t_{\text{create}}' \) of each input transaction is verified by checking the corresponding transaction \( \text{txid}_t' \) on the chain. If a user denies doing the coin damping, the coins in this address will be banned from spending. Coin damping is described as below:

\[
\begin{align*}
tr_{\text{expire}} := & (\text{txid}, \text{vin}_*, \text{vout}_*, t_{\text{create}}) \\
\text{where} & \\
\text{vin}_* := & (\text{vin}^{(1)}_{t_{\text{expire}}}, \text{vin}^{(1)}_{u_j}, \ldots, \text{vin}^{(1)}_{t_{\text{expire}}}) \\
\text{vout}_* := & (\text{vout}^{(1)}_{t_{\text{public}}}, \text{vout}^{(1)}_{t_{\text{public}}}, \ldots, \text{vout}^{(1)}_{t_{\text{public}}})
\end{align*}
\]

3) **Voting Consensus**

In CreditCoin, RSUs or official public vehicles undertake the work of consensus. Since vehicles move fast and respond rapidly in VANETs, the consensus algorithm with a short period in the process of reaching an agreement is better than a computational-based algorithm (i.e., Proof of Work algorithm). Thus, we design our consensus phases based on Byzantine Fault Tolerates algorithm [32] to satisfy the requirements of efficiency the scenario of VANETs.

In the consensus phase, a server \( s_z \) has a candidate set of transactions. Each server \( s_z \) tries its best to receive transactions that have been already broadcasted in the consensus network in a determined period. Then, servers initiate a new consensus round.

For each \( tr \), server \( s_z \) verifies the validation of addresses, input transactions and ScriptSig. The verified transaction \( tr_{rz} \) is acceptable to candidate set \( CS_{sz} \).

At the beginning of each consensus round, a union set for the candidates is needed. To get the union set, each \( s_z \) implements the Algorithm 3. \( s_z \) merges its candidate set \( CS_{sz} \) with other \( CS_{s_j} \) from \( s_j \) in its UNL_{sz}. Then, \( s_z \) gets the candidate union set \( CS'_{sz} = CS_{sz} \cup CS_{s_j} \cup CS_{s_2} \cup \ldots \cup CS_{s_{\rho_m}} \). Phases of transaction verifications and votes are initiated.

In the \( m \)th phase, based on the validation of each transaction, \( S_l \) listed in their \( UNL_{sz} \) votes to transactions in candidate set \( CS'_{sz} \). If there is a server \( s'_{\theta} \) that does not vote in time, it will be deleted from \( UNL_{sz} \) and will not be considered in the other rounds anymore. For each transaction, if the rate of affirmative votes is no more than \( \rho_m = (5 + m - 1)/10 \), this transaction will put back into the candidate set \( CS_{sz} \) for a new round. Otherwise, it is still considerable in another new phase. A consensus round is ended at the end of \( m \)th consensus phase, where \( \rho = \rho_m \).

At the end of each consensus round, the states of all servers’ transaction records are the same. In other words, when a consensus round is ended, an agreement is reached for all transactions recorded in candidate set \( CS'' \). All of the transactions in \( CS'' \) are valid. More detail is shown in Algorithm 4. Furthermore, at the end of each consensus phase, the relevance is built between the present transaction set and its previous set to protect the voting result.

Based on Blockchain, a block consists of a hash value of pre-block, a transaction set, a timestamp and other information that are significant to record. Each block has a unique and fixed hash value. Because of the good features of hash function, any modification of content causes the change of hash value. Therefore, if an adversary attacks, he/she not only needs to tamper the content of a block but also needs to re-calculate each hash value of blocks after it.

4) **Construction of Blockchain**

Assuming that there are \( \theta \) blocks on the chain, the depth of the block chain is \( \theta \). The construction of block chain is as below:

\[
\text{Block}_{\text{new}} := (rt, \text{num, info, hash}_{\text{pre}}, \text{hash}_{\text{new}}, \text{hash}_{\text{next}})
\]
In Block\textsubscript{new}, hash\textsubscript{pre} is a hash value of a recent block. \(rt\) is a merkle tree root of present block. hash\textsubscript{new} is a hash value of present block where hash\textsubscript{new} = \text{Hash} (rt, num, info, hash\textsubscript{pre}). hash\textsubscript{next} is a hash value of the next block. 

\(num\) is the number of transactions in \(CS''\). \(info\) is a series of transactions.

After reaching the consensus, the new block will be added to the end of the block chain, as follows:

\[ BlockChain := Block_{1} \| Block_{2} \| \cdots \| Block_{\theta} \| Block_{\text{new}} \]

5) **Transaction Tracing**

A transaction with fraudulent behaviors is found via the record of relationships between messages and transactions. Then, the sender’s address \(addr_{ij}^{(i)}\) is retrieved from the block chain. Due to the list recording the relations between addresses and users is stored in \(T\), it can be found easily.

Assuming that \(txid^a\) forwarded by an adversary carries out some fraudulent behaviors in VANETs, an honest user reports this transaction index to \(TM\). Then, \(TM\) makes a request to consensus server \(s_k\) and requests information about the corresponding transaction record. Then, \(TM\) analyzes the transaction record, and separates the user address \(addr^a\) from \(vin^a\). Finally, \(TM\) makes a request to \(T\) and requests the identity information of the corresponding user address \(addr^a\). \(T\) responds the request to \(TM\). In this way, \(TM\) gets the identity of the adversary \(u^a\).

**E. Security Analysis**

**Privacy-preserving:** In the view of users, the owners of the addresses are unaware. Even the number of addresses for a certain user is unaware. Furthermore, a user chooses different addresses for different transactions to forward or receive \(coins\). There are hundreds of thousands of addresses in \(CreditCoin\). Thus, it is difficult to analyze the total transactions of a user or the balance from Blockchain. The relationship between users and transactions are covered, due to the busy traffic in practice. The sender is usually hidden in the network. The same idea is proposed in Section V as well.

**Transaction tampering resistance:** In \(CreditCoin\), the transactions recorded on Blockchain already has got the agreements from all servers. Moreover, Blockchain maintains interactive consistency of servers. According to the description of \(CreditCoin\), a hash chain is used to protect the order and the information of blocks. These hash values are unique for each block. Modifying any content of any block will cause a change to the hash values of the other blocks. Depending on the properties of the hash function, if an adversary performs a perfect tampering, he/she not only needs to modify the contents of the block but also needs to modify and recalculate the hash values of all blocks after the modified block. Therefore, if there are hundreds of thousands of blocks regardless of workload, the longer the block chain is, the better security will be.

**Prevention of forging a new transaction:** In the consensus phase, servers verify each transaction waiting to be added to the block chain. Specifically, it verifies the inputs/outputs of transactions as well as their related transactions. Each server needs to check whether a transaction input corresponds to a valid, unused transaction’s output, which is already recorded on Blockchain. If a user tries to forge a transaction that does not exist or is not valid, the consensus server will easily find it out by checking the transaction history on the chains; if an adversary attempts to forge a false address, the server will find such a spoofing by verifying the existence of the addresses. Therefore, forging transactions is difficult in our solution.

**Prevention of thieving addresses (usurpation):** If an adversary attempts to use the \(coins\) in others’ addresses maliciously, the adversary needs to provide a valid unlocking script for a transaction input. The unlocking script contains the user’s signature, which is signed by the private key of address. In our hypothesis, each user only knows the private keys of his addresses but has no knowledge of others’ private keys. Therefore, it is difficult for an adversary to construct an unlocking script for locking script of others unless the private key is compromised.

**Prevention of modifying coins:** In \(CreditCoin\), the account is only a concept in the address set. The balance is calculated from the records of transaction outputs. If an adversary attempts to modify the balance of \(coins\), he/she must create a new transaction sent back to him/her. The fraudulent transaction must get approvals from the majority of servers. The balance is modified only if the related fraudulent transaction was added to the block chain. An adversary could also try to achieve his goal by tampering an existing transaction sent to him. However, according to the analysis above, it is difficult to modify the transaction records. The difficulty is equivalent to breaking the one-way hash. Thus, it is not feasible for an adversary to modify the balance of any accounts.

**Prevention of replay attack:** Each transaction has a unique identifier \(txid\). Therefore, transactions with the same identifier will be rejected by the consensus servers. In addition, the transaction with an invalid input is rejected in the phases of consensus, and thus replay attacks are prevented.

**Prevention of man-in-the-middle attack:** First of all, since the VANETs is usually based on SSL and 802.11p, some traditional man-in-middle attacks will not succeed. We now assume that an adversary, called Malice, tries to launch a man-in-the-middle attack on the transaction delivered from user Alice to consensus server Bob (i.e., the transaction hijack attack). If Malice modifies any contents of the transaction, such as the values of \(coins\) or addresses, the transactions will be rejected by Bob through the verification of the consensus phase. This case does not lead to any loss in Alice’s account.

In \(CreditCoin\), consensus servers do not initiate a dialogue with a user directly, unless the user requests information to consensus servers. If a user requests some information to servers located in the same area, the user will receive many replies from more than one consensus servers. Moreover, assuming that Malice also tries to launch a hijack attack on the reply delivered from Bob to Alice and other users. These replies contain the results of a consensus round. If there is no adversary, all of these replies will
be correct because the state of the block chain is stable and remains correct. If Malice wants to respond to Alice’s request, he must intercept and modify most of these replies, which is very difficult. Even if Malice succeeds, Alice’s message will be still recognized and rejected by the consensus servers if she uses the information of these modified replies in future transactions. This case causes no loss of Alice’s coins. After several transactions, Alice is able to detect the problem and prosecute the attack.

Prevention of denial of service attack: In CreditCoin, if the adversary initiates a denial of service attack. Since CreditCoin is a Credit network, which means replying and other operations need to spend coins, this process effectively prevents the adversary from launching too many service requests. Besides, as discussed in Section VI-E, tempering account balance is difficult because the adversary can hardly increase their coins illegally in Blockchain. Moreover, we set up the Trace manager so that the identities can be traced through transactions. Therefore, the adversary is difficult to carry out long-period denial of service attacks.

VII. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the performance of CreditCoin through extensive simulations. In Echo-Announcement protocol, we implement our work with the library PolarSSL [48] and math library GMP [49]. We simulate systematically with a modern PC. The configuration is shown in Table III. The simulation strictly follows the protocols and patterns that may be used by the actual scenario. We are also looking for more cooperation in IoT (Internet of Things). In future work, we will strengthen the data collection of real applications.

A. Evaluation of Announcements Protocol

We use the Curves NIST [50] in our ring signature phase. Then, we implement the Echo-Announcement protocol and incentive mechanism in CreditCoin in VANETs simulation. We improve the simulator on the basis of the project [51] that is a simulation project for VANETs security, and we develop our own network from the open source code in [51] to achieve all of the proposed contributions ourselves. The details are shown as follows:

The map we used is generated from [52]. We set over 1000 vehicles nodes, and 40 RSUs shown in Fig. 3. Simulation parameter settings of our simulation scenario are shown in Table IV.

Fig. 4 gives the average of 1000 computation time of three phases proposed in Section V, in which $r \in \{20, 30, 40, 50\}$ while $t = 10$. Fig. 5 shows the average computation time of different threshold values while the ring size is fixed in 30. According to the simulation above, the average computation time meets the practical requirements of VANETs.

Specifically, the time from request to announcing is usually under 550ms up to the ring size of 50 in total as shown in Fig. 4. The computation time of request phase and reply phase decreases slightly with the increment of threshold value while the ring size is fixed, as shown in Fig. 5. Especially, the computation time of announcement verification is not related of the threshold value; it is mainly related to the size of the ring. The reason is that the most expensive computation in our protocol is related to the number of the forged signers. As the threshold is fixed, when the ring size decreases, the fewer forgery-signers are forged, the less computation time will cost. However, in the verification phase, the Verifier treats all signatures similarly. Therefore, verification is only related to the size of the ring. In addition, replying a request is very fast according to our simulation. This consequence is great for the responses of Repliers, as it only takes a slight effort to give a reply to the request.

Moreover, as we have analyzed in Section V, there is a certain probability of exposing anonymous information. There are two ways, and both are related to ring size and

| TABLE III
| HARDWARE CONFIGURATION |
|------------------------|------------------------|
| Hardware               | Settings               |
| CPU                    | Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700k quad-core CPU at 4.00GHz |
| RAM                    | 64GB                   |
| Operation System       | Ubuntu(R) 16.04 ARM64  |

Fig. 3. Simulation scenario map.

Fig. 4. The average computation time of three phases in Echo-Announcement proposed in Section V.
threshold. The first is that adversaries could judge whether a member of ring is an actual signer. The second is that adversaries could expose at least a certain number of actual signers from an announcement. Furthermore, these two values are also related to the practical traffic condition. We will discuss the relations in the following part. Therefore, we recommend setting these two values by system advice, because of the importance of these two values in security.

Now we discuss the average communication time containing the cryptographic time consumption and non-cryptographic delay in different vehicle amounts in Fig. 6. Since the verification is local operations of the Verifier, it has few effects on the network condition. Thus, we do not consider the verification phase here. Fig. 6 gives the simulation results at ring size 30. The result shows that producing an announcement is also related to vehicle amount. The non-cryptographic delay in these network factors is much smaller than cryptographic computations. It should be noticed that in the low density at the vehicle amount of 200, the request phase failed due to time-out. In fact, we do not recommend vehicles producing the AGPs with low density and high threshold values. In summary, the biggest impact factor of the Echo-Announcement is undoubtedly cryptographic time consumption.

Furthermore, we now compare other typical solutions we followed, TA-Announcement [1] scheme and TA-Authentication [2] scheme. Table V shows the comparison of cryptographic consumption time. We assume that 10 vehicles are willing to report the same traffic jam on a certain road. Specifically, in TA-Announcement, the Verifier verifies the announcement one by one, which Echo-Announcement only authenticates once because of the aggregations. Also, we also compare the simulation time in TA-Authentication. We only compare the time of generation and authentication. In summary, the total result shows our advantages in algorithm efficiency. This efficiency owes to the CPK and EC-Elgamal signature protocol in the construction of our signatures. The cost of both verification and generation reduces a lot while the privacy is preserved adequately in our CreditCoin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (one time)</td>
<td>6000s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of the Area</td>
<td>5000m×5000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Vehicles</td>
<td>200/600/1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Speed of Vehicles</td>
<td>40km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sending Range of OBU/RSU</td>
<td>200m/500m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>Local/802.11p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE V COMPARISONS OF COMPUTATION TIME (MS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>1:46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>74.3x10</td>
<td>1233*</td>
<td>126.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>767.4</td>
<td>1732*</td>
<td>174.1*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*It does not exactly match our phases.

B. Evaluation of Incentive Mechanism in Network

We focus on Blockchain-based incentive mechanism in network in this subsection. Based on the Bitcoinj library [53], we develop our work from the open sources code of this library and run it in the Regression Test Mode, and that means running the Blockchain-based network nodes in scenario locally in JRE 1.8 (Java Runtime Environment). We set the detail values of our propositions shown in Table VI.

In CreditCoin, each node represents a vehicle (i.e., OBU) or an RSU. The posted missions are managed in the cloud application server. Vehicles aggregate to forwarded announcements and exchange coins as incentives. The transactions in the network are sent to RSUs within the vehicles communication range. Then, the transactions wait to be voted by RSUs in the consensus phase. We record both the construction time of transactions and the transmission delay between vehicles and RSUs. We also find that relationship between vehicle density and transaction is not vitally significant unless the announcement is difficult to construct due to the insufficiency of witnesses.
According to our simulation, the average construction time for a transaction is \(45.57\text{ms}\). In addition, the average delay in transmission is \(84.29\text{ms}\) as shown in Table VII. We show the part of our detailed experimental data in Fig. 7. Particularly, it indicates that some of the transactions take rather longer time than average to transmit. These transactions tend to be denied in the consensus phase without causing any coin loss to users.

Finally, we implement the consensus phase in the same simulation, and RSUs are our consensus servers. When the transaction of vehicles is transferred to RSUs, the RSUs merge their candidate sets of transactions with others RSUs in their trusted list. For simplicity, we only defined four \(U_L\) for 40 RSUs without intersection. In each \(UNI\), RSUs votes for 100 transactions of \(CS_i^s\) in one consensus round. The criteria of votes are shown in Table VIII. The result is shown in Table VII; we give some experiment detailed results in Fig. 8, which shows good stability and efficiency running the consensus phase.

**VIII. CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we have proposed CreditCoin, a novel privacy-preserving Blockchain-based incentive announcement network with our vehicular announcement protocol Echo-Announcement in VANETs.

Our announcement protocol maintains the reliability of announcements without revealing users’ privacy and is reliable and efficient in the non-fully-trusted environment in VANETs. Through our simulations, the total time of announcements for a user only is 174ms in our assumptions, which is much more efficient than other protocols. Furthermore, the designed incentive mechanism encourages users to be active in responding. With Blockchain, the security is also enhanced since announcements and transactions are traced only by Trace manager in CreditCoin. Through our simulations, the total time of transaction part for users is around 130ms per transaction, and the total time of consensus part for RSUs is around 92.4ms per 100 transactions. To conclude, CreditCoin is practical in the scenario of smart vehicles and smart transportation.

In future work, we plan to improve the key management and the coin balance in CreditCoin. Designing more effective trading propositions is also being investigated.
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